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â€œA powerful little picture book with tantalizing fold-outs and dazzling displays.â€•â€”Publishers

WeeklyBeautifully illustrated scenes from the worldâ€™s jungles teem with hidden life. Can you spot

the wonderful selection of camouflaged creatures? Test your powers of observation to find the

answers and more information about them. Includes intricate die-cut gatefolds and a magnifying

glass.John Norris Wood is a renowned wildlife artist who has exhibited at Londonâ€™s Royal

Academy of Arts, Natural History Museum, and Victoria and Albert Museum. He lives on his own

nature reserve in England with his boa constrictor.
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This book was one of my very favorites as a child. I would sit for hours and look at it, and when I

learned to read, I would read it for hours. It was eventually sold at a yard sale and for years I'd

forgotten about it. A few weeks ago I had a dream about it and had to get it again, so I ordered it. It's

just as I remember it, except of course for the changed book cover...I had it in the 80's and covers

tend to change from decade to decade.Anyway, I'm so glad I got to rediscover this treasured book!

And it's in excellent condition!

Please bring this book back into print! I had it when I was a little girl, loved it so much, and have



even bought a copy for my child. It's educational and you can spend hours looking at the jungle

scenes searching for the animals.

Loved This book as a kid! Me and my brother both. We actually completely wore it through, and my

mom had to get a 2nd one. Its very realistic, has great variety, and show different locations and

environments from all over the world. Its also very good for eye training and observation: better

even that the "find waldo" or other such of the topic.It also teaches a wide variety of plant, insect

and animal species: more than most kids books. Its not overly simplified. Parents and kids both can

work at it to find the hidden things. But its not so hard that its frustrating, only a competetive

challenge

Find the animals and insects in this book. The drawings are drawn for real life and with out the

oversimplification for children.
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